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The breakdown of magnons, the quasiparticles of magnetic systems, has rarely been seen. By using an in-
elastic neutron scattering technique we report the observation of spontaneous magnon decay in multiferroic
LuMnO3, a simple two-dimensional Heisenberg triangular lattice antiferromagnet, with large spin, S = 2. The
origin of this rare phenomenon lies in the non-vanishing cubic interaction between magnons in the spin Hamil-
tonian arising from the noncollinear 120◦ spin structure. We observed all three key features of the nonlinear
effects as theoretically predicted: a roton-like minimum, a flat mode, and a linewidth broadening, in our inelastic
neutron scattering measurements of single crystal LuMnO3. Our results show that quasiparticles in a system
hitherto thought of as “classical” can indeed break down.
PACS numbers: 78.70.Nx,75.30.Ds,75.10.Jm,75.85.+t15
The notion of a renormalized and stable quasiparticle, intro-16
duced by Landau for the Fermi liquid[1], where the behavior17
of strongly interacting real particles is replaced by weakly in-18
teracting collective excitations or quasiparticles, is fundamen-19
tal to modern theories of condensed matter physics. For exam-20
ple, an understanding of the electron quasiparticle dispersion21
is central to research in high temperature superconductors[2–22
4]. Despite the success of the theories based on stable quasi-23
particles, their breakdown has been predicted and indeed ob-24
served in some rare cases. The prime example is the breakup25
of electrons into spinons and holons in 1D quantum spin26
systems[5, 6].27
The magnon is the quasiparticle of magnetic systems with28
long-range order. Arguably the most detailed information on29
such systems, particularly on the interactions between mag-30
netic moments, can be obtained by measuring the properties31
of magnons, such as their dispersion curve, for which inelas-32
tic neutron scattering is especially suited[7, 8]. However, just33
like the breakdown of electron quasiparticles in a 1D chain,34
magnons can break down under certain unique conditions,35
which has been observed in cases with S= 12 [9].36
Recently, spontaneous magnon decay has been proposed to37
occur even in more classical-like large spin systems[10–13].38
The essence of this theory is that in the 2D triangular lat-39
tice Heisenberg antiferromagnet (THAF) with a noncollinear40
ground state, the cubic terms in the expansion of the Holstein-41
Primakoff expression for the spin operators are not prohib-42
ited by symmetry, unlike for collinear magnetic order. The43
noncollinear order permits coupling between Sz spin compo-44
nents along the moment direction on one sublattice with Sx,y45
transverse components on other sublattices. The transverse46
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The structure of LuMnO3 showing the
Mn-O plane (left), triangular lattice (right), the trimer units
(light triangles), and exchange interactions considered in the
spin Hamiltonian (thick lines).
(longitudinal) fluctuations include one- (two-) magnon terms47
so mixing these terms allows the decay of single magnons48
into two when kinematic constraints are met[12]. This cou-49
pling is also responsible for a q-dependent renormalization50
of the single magnon energies which results in a roton-like51
minimum in the dispersion and flattening of the top of the52
spectrum[11, 12].53
In this Letter we report direct experimental evidence of54
magnon breakdown in LuMnO3, which is a 2D THAF with55
a noncollinear 120◦ structure and S = 2. Our results demon-56
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Inelastic neutron scattering data along high symmetric directions: fitted peak positions from TAS data
(•), ToF data ( and the contour map), and the fitted dispersion (solid curves) calculated by linear spin wave theory. First
Brillouin zone labels for the hexagonal unit cell (bottom text line) and triangular unit cell (line above) are also shown, together
with a sketch of the triangular Brillouin zone (top right corner). The top panel shows the fitted FWHM of the 20 meV peaks
from the ToF data, indicating broad peaks, possibly due to magnon decay, only near ( 12
1
2 0) and (
1
2 00).
strate that although the overall features of the measured dis-57
persion curves are consistent with linear spin wave theory,58
there are unmistakable signs of magnon breakdown exactly59
where the theory[14] predicts such highly unusual behavior to60
occur.61
LuMnO3 forms in a layered structure with the P63cm62
space group and belongs to the famous multiferroic hexago-63
nal manganites[15, 16]. As an improper ferroelectric it under-64
goes a ferroelectric transition at 1050 K from centrosymmet-65
ric P63mmc to the noncentrosymmetric P63cm. The origin of66
this ferroelectric transition was shown to be due to the buck-67
ling of the MnO5 bipyramid and pd hybridization[17, 18],68
which also results in a trimerization of the 2D Mn triangu-69
lar lattice[19]. Upon further cooling, the 2D Mn network70
undergoes an antiferromagnetic transition to the so-called71
120◦ structure[20, 21]. Below this transition, the Mn moments72
become involved in a very unusual spin-lattice coupling lead-73
ing to a giant off-centering of the Mn position[22, 23]. At the74
same time, this off-centering gives rise to a very large volume75
reduction below TN=90 K, where the anharmonic phonons are76
frozen so no thermal expansion is expected[24].77
In the antiferromagnetic phase, Mn moments form a dis-78
torted triangular lattice as shown in Fig. 1. The spin dynamics79
of the Mn moments can be described by the following spin80
Hamiltonian:81
H =−J1 ∑
intra
Si ·S j− J2 ∑
inter
Si ·S j− J3 ∑
next nn
Si ·S j− J c1 ∑
out intra
Si ·S j
−J c2 ∑
out inter
Si ·S j−D1∑
i
(
Szi
)2−D2∑
i
(
n ·Szi
)2 (1)
82
where J1 (J c1 ) and J2 (J c2 ) are the intra- and inter-trimer in-83
plane (out-of-plane) exchange coupling respectively, J3 is the84
in-plane next nearest coupling, while D1 and D2 are magnetic85
anisotropy constants. The distinction between J1 and J2 arise86
from the off-centering of Mn a-axis displacement, x, below87
TN[22]. This further doubles the number of allowed spin wave88
modes to six although they are nearly degenerate except near89
the Γ point[25].90
The full dispersion curves of the spin waves of LuMnO3,91
shown in Fig. 2, were measured by inelastic neutron scatter-92
ing on a single-crystal with total mass ≈3 g grown by us-93
ing a commercial infrared mirror furnace (Crystal Systems,94
Japan). Measurements were carried out using the MAPS time-95
of-flight (ToF) spectrometer at the ISIS facility, UK, and the96
C5 triple axis spectrometer (TAS) at the Canadian Neutron97
Beam Center, Chalk River, Ontario. The incident energy was98
40 meV for the ToF measurement, with the chopper speed set99
at 250 Hz in order to optimize the resolution, and the sample100
was mounted with the (HHL) scattering plane horizontal and101
ki along (001), such that the (HK0) plane is imaged on the102
(vertical) detectors. A different horizontal scattering plane,103
(H0L), was used for the TAS measurement, with the spec-104
trometer configuration: 0.55◦-PG(002)-0.48◦-sample-0.55◦-105
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Data (a) and linear spin wave theory
calculated neutron structure factors convoluted with an 0.8
meV Gaussian (b and d). c: cuts along the vertical lines in
the dispersion curves at the M, ( 12 00), (– –© ) and K, ( 12 1¯2 0),
(—– ) wavevectors and in between, at Q= ( 512
1¯
2 0), (-·-·-4 ).
PG(002)-1.2◦-detector, where the angles denote horizontal106
collimation and PG(002) is the Bragg reflection used for the107
monochromator and analyzer. In both cases the data was taken108
at 13 K, well below TN .109
The dispersion was calculated using standard methods with110
the best fit to the measured inelastic neutron spectra obtained111
by a minimal set of parameters: J1=-9 meV, J2=-1.4 meV,112
J c1 =-0.018 meV, J c2 =J3=0 meV, D1=-0.28 meV, and D2=0.006113
meV. Except for some discrepancies related to the magnon114
decay discussed later, the key features of the measured spin115
waves are well captured by this model.116
The fits yield |J1| > |J2|, consistent with our high resolu-117
tion neutron diffraction studies[22], which found a large Mn118
off-centering distortion below TN , resulting in two of the six119
nearest neighbor Mn-Mn bonds (corresponding to J1) becom-120
ing shorter than the others. This contrasts with previously re-121
ported TAS spin wave measurements[26] which suggested the122
opposite. In particular, the authors reported only two peaks at123
the M point ( 12 00), which is only consistent with the case of124 |J1| ≤ |J2|, as shown in Fig. 3. Our data show three modes at125
M and a mode crossing at K which may only be explained by126
|J1|> |J2|.127
The large ratio J1/J2 ≈6.4, albeit within the stability limit128
of the long range 120◦ structure, unlike in LiVO2[27], is un-129
expected. In terms of the spin wave dispersion, it is required130
by the large gap between two upper spin wave modes, which131
is degenerate when J1 = J2. A ferromagnetic next nearest132
neighbor interaction has the same effect, permitting a lower133
J1/J2. However, this also decreases the energy of the spin134
waves at Γ, requiring a higher single ion anisotropy to com-135
pensate. The best fit in this case was with J1=-6.4 meV, J2=-136
1.3 meV, J3=0.15 meV, J c1 =0.009 meV, J c2 =-0.009, D1=-0.5137
meV and D2=0.009 meV, yielding J1/J2 ≈5. However, we138
found no improvement in fit quality by including the J3 term,139
with ε= 1N ∑i |Emeasi −Ecalci |=1.19 compared to ε=1.17 for the140
case J3 = 0. Furthermore, such a large J3=0.15 meV may not141
be realistic.142
Physically, we may relate the J1/J2 ratio to the frustration143
parameter θCW/TN , since in a mean field model, θCW ∝ ∑Ji j144
but TN is proportional to the average of the exchanges. As145
θCW/TN ≈10 in LuMnO3 we may expect J1/J2 to be large.146
Indeed using a Monte Carlo model[28] with our exchange pa-147
rameters yields TMCN = 0.31S
2J¯ /kB=56 K. Together with the148
mean field result θMFCW =
1
3kB
S(S+1)∑i j Ji j =550 K, these es-149
timates are not qualitatively dissimilar to the measured val-150
ues, TN =90 K and θCW ≈800 K. However, ab initio calcula-151
tions [29] found a much lower J1/J2 ≈1.2. Furthermore, it is152
curious that a larger Mn displacement in YMnO3[22] gives a153
smaller ratio ≈1.7[30] compared with LuMnO3, which may154
be related to the nature of the Mn displacements: In LuMnO3,155
the distortion creates trimers, whereas in YMnO3 a connected156
Kagomé-like network is formed. Finally, another possibility157
is that the J values obtained from linear spin wave theory may158
be changed by taking into account terms for magnon decay.159
A closer inspection of the experimental spin wave disper-160
sion curve reveals further interesting discrepancies, which161
cannot be explained by the linear spin wave calculations. The162
most notable discrepancy is seen near ( 12
1
2 0) (labeled B in the163
single sublattice triangular Brillouin zone), where the experi-164
mental dispersion curve not only deviates from the theoretical165
results but also shows a minimum (see the region marked by166
the box in Fig. 2). Surprisingly, this minimum occurs exactly167
at the same point where nonlinear spin wave theory predicts a168
roton-like minimum[11, 12]. Interestingly enough, a similar169
roton-like minimum was observed in an S = 12 [31] quantum170
spin liquid.171
In order to demonstrate this connection with the theoreti-172
cal predictions further, we have plotted an enlarged view of173
the spin waves near ( 12
1
2 0) together with the linear spin wave174
theory calculations (solid lines) in Fig. 4. The thick dashed175
lines in panels a and b are taken from a series expansion176
calculation of the nonlinear spin wave dispersion[11] for an177
ideal triangular lattice with S= 12 after adjusting the overall J178
value to 13.2 meV in order to match the spin wave energies179
of LuMnO3. We note that the S = 12 theoretical calculations180
show a large quantum renormalization due to mode repulsion181
between the two-magnon continuum and the single-magnon182
dispersion, which is expected to be much weaker for the cur-183
rent S= 2 case, and thus accounts for the apparent downward184
shift of the calculated curve compared to our measurements.185
Moreover, as indicated by the red arrows in our data, the ex-186
perimental spin wave becomes considerably flattened around187
( 12
1
2 0) as predicted from the nonlinear spin wave theory[13].188
The downward shift at this flat mode is about 5% of the linear189
spin wave energy. Note that it has been predicted to be 8% for190
S= 32 [32].191
In addition to the roton-like minimum and the flat mode,192
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Cuts near the roton minimum showing the three signatures of magnon decay: (i) the minimum in the
dispersion of the lowest energy mode at ( 12
1
2 0) (panels a and b), the flat dispersion of the higher energy mode at the same point,
indicated by the arrows in panels a and b; and the anomalously broad width of the ≈20 meV mode in the cuts in panel c. In
panels a and b, points (•) indicate the fitted peak positions from energy cuts through the data. In panel c, solid lines at the
bottom directly below the peak centers indicate the instrumental resolution width. Thin dashed lines indicate individual fitted
Voigt peaks, whilst the solid line is their sum, and points are measured data. The very broad peak at ≈32 meV in c is attributed
to 2-magnon scattering. Panel d shows the two-magnon density of states calculated using linear spin wave theory from the
single magnon dispersion (solid lines).
the decay of a single magnon into two magnons is also pre-193
dicted by the nonlinear spin wave theory. In fact, our results194
show such line broadenings near ( 12
1
2 0) and (
1
2 00), as shown195
in the top panel of Fig. 2 by the larger full width at half max-196
imum (FWHM) of the fitted peaks from energy cuts to the197
data. Fig. 4c shows such cuts around ( 12
1
2 0) where the high-198
est energy mode is several times broader than the instrument199
resolution whilst the three other branches have FWHM simi-200
lar to the instrument resolution. The signal at higher energy201
transfer is likely to be caused by two magnon scattering[32].202
Similar scattering at high energies was also observed in earlier203
measurements on YMnO3[33].204
Furthermore, this observation of magnon decay is con-205
sistent with the calculated two magnon density of states in206
Fig. 4d[34] which show that the top of the single magnon dis-207
persion coincides with a line of strong two-magnon density of208
states permitting many decay channels. This may explain the209
large energy linewidth observed in Fig. 4c. Together with the210
roton-like minimum and flat mode, this constitutes convinc-211
ing experimental evidence that cubic and higher order terms212
in the bosonisation of the spin operators, neglected in linear213
spin wave theory, are important in LuMnO3. We note that a214
roton-like minimum, but not the other two features, was re-215
ported previously in α-CaCr2O4[35]. The presence of the cu-216
bic term in the spin Hamiltonian may also contribute to the217
observed reduction of the ordered moment (µord = 3.3 µB/f.u.)218
compared with the ionic value of 4 µB[12, 36].219
In conclusion, we have shown with LuMnO3 that a 2D220
triangular lattice antiferromagnet with relatively large spin,221
S = 2, exhibits all three key features of nonlinear quantum222
effects in its spin wave: a roton-like minimum, a flat disper-223
sionless mode, and magnon decay. These nonlinear effects224
arise from the noncollinear spin structure, which in the case225
of LuMnO3 is the 120◦ structure, suggesting that nonlinear226
quantum effect may still be observed in systems closer to the227
classical limit. As there are many other triangular lattice anti-228
ferromagnets with a noncollinear ordered structure, we expect229
to see many more spin systems to exhibit such highly interest-230
ing effects.231
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